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 Creating Captive Box Turtle Habitats in the Southwest 
 

by Sandy Barnett 
 
Western Box turtles (two subspecies ─ the Desert Box Turtle, Terrapene ornata luteola and the Ornate 
Box Turtles, Terrapene ornata ornata) are native to areas in New Mexico where the environment can get 
oppressively hot in the summer and experience little rainfall. But box turtles are most comfortable at 
temperatures in the upper 70’s with a relative humidity of at least 60%. They survive the harsh desert 
environment by spending much of their time underground in rodent burrows or in burrows they dig 
themselves where conditions are moderate. During the part of the year when they are not hibernating 
they limit their above ground activity mostly to early morning, late in the day, and the cooler, humid 
period right after it rains.  
 

You can establish a comfortable habitat for Western Box Turtles, and possibly one where they will spend 
more time above ground during the summer (where you can see and enjoy them) by providing: 

 Tree cover over part of their habitat 
 Cool retreats (big shade plants/bushes with understory plants where temperatures are moderate 

and humidity is elevated) 
o Small plants offer little shade, no retreat from the heat, and no refuge where turtles feel 

safe. Buy the biggest plants you can afford and use cut branches and piles of moistened leaf 
litter as necessary to add shade and safe hiding spots to your turtle’s world; light shade 
cloth can also help with the heat. 

 “Tall” groundcover plants that keep the ground cool, trap moisture, and make passage between 
bushes more inviting – box turtles are “hard-wired” from birth to avoid situations which leave 
them exposed to potential predators; wide open areas are “risky” transit zones, not destinations; 
keep them to a minimum to keep your turtle feeling safe and more comfortable although small 
open areas can be nice for basking. 

 Plants that “hug” the turtle’s shell – box turtles are tactile animals that feel most comfortable and 
secure when they can nestle under plants and feel the vegetation touching their shell and body; it 
is most likely an anti-predator response. If the turtle feels hidden it feels less vulnerable to any 
would-be predators.  

 Annual plants that like moisture and are appropriate to your lighting conditions – these plants are 
often inexpensive, grow quickly and can add welcomed shade and retreats if planted early so 
they have time to grow before the season gets oppressively hot.  

 Insulated bunkers – A rock slab (e.g. flagstone paver) supported by rock or brick sidewalls and 
covered in dirt (or better yet, living grass or other plantings) can create a cool summer retreat 
and a safe overwintering site where temperatures will not fluctuate much. Ideally, the bunker 
should be east or north facing, or shaded by an evergreen bush or tree, since south and west 
facing bunkers exposed to direct sun can get too warm (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7).  

 Wet areas – box turtles love moisture! To this end: 
o Add leaf litter (avoid members of the cherry family; the leaves and berries are toxic) and 

wet it down.  
o Add mulch ─ shredded hardwood is best(e.g. cottonwood seems to be the only one 

available the Albuquerque area); NEVER use cedar or pine based mulches as their 
aromatic secretions are irritating to the eyes and respiratory tract of animals,  and NEVER 
use mulch that contains dyes or other chemical additives. 

 “Garden Time Composted Mulch and Soil Conditioner” (sold at Lowe’s in 
Albuquerque) is a wonderful, safe soil additive that will help the soil hold moisture 
but drain well, and make the soil friable (good for burrowing!).  
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o AVOID gravel, lots of small rocks and extensive areas of exposed bricks – they add a lot of 
heat to an area when exposed to our high desert sun; wetted/shaded/ dirt covered cement 
garden borders (Fig. 8, right) laid on their sides make wonderful cool retreats, as do semi-
buried wooden /cork hollows  (cork can be purchased at reasonable cost on 
www.Amazon.com).  

o Be sure that there are shallow water dishes (such as plant saucers large enough for a turtle 
to sit in comfortably with about 1 in. of water depth) available to your turtles at all times; 
place the dishes in the shade so they stay as cool as possible (turtles use water for both 
hydration and to cool down). Consider locating your water dishes under a drip line or 
soaker hose to make sure they stay full, clean, and cool, or add a turtle-friendly wading 
pool in a shady area (Fig. 12 and Fig. 18) and 
http://www.boxturtlefacts.org/Wading_Safely.pdf). 

o Add a timed misting or drip irrigation line or soaker hose to your habitat; inexpensive 
timing systems that can connect to your hose outlet are available from home improvement 
centers like Lowe’s and Home Depot. 

 
While plant cover is desirable, keep in mind that your turtles will still need to dig burrows, especially 
during the winter months to hibernate. These burrows may be more than a foot deep in the case of 
Western Box Turtles. So prepare and maintain your turtle habitat with this burrowing in mind. Loosen 
the soil as needed to keep it diggable to 1 ft. in depth.  Be sure the soil below 1 ft. is not so hard that if it 
rains heavily the areas floods. And keep in mind that as your plants mature and develop root systems 
they may lock up the soil and make it hard for your turtle to dig a burrow.  

 

Shown below is a table listing a few of the many plants that could be used in box turtle habitats 
depending on light levels in your habitat. It includes plants that can do well here in our high desert 
temperate environment although some are shade-loving and many require careful watering while their 
roots develop.  Plants that will only tolerate infrequent watering are not appropriate for small habitats 
since it would deprive your turtles of the moisture and humidity levels valuable to keeping the animals 
healthy and “happy.”  
 
The photos come box turtle habitats (mostly in Albuquerque) that exemplify the type of structure and 
degree of plant covering that box turtles thrive in. Also shown are a few pens with screened lids to give 
you ideas for habitats that are totally predator proof. Most dogs are inherently attracted to turtles as 
chew toys and can easily crack their shells and kill them, and many medium to large-size wild mammals 
(skunks, raccoons, coyotes, wolves, bears) kill and eat Western Box Turtles of any size! A wide variety of 
reptiles (including box turtles!), birds, and mammals (as small as chipmunks) eat box turtles.   
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Some Plants For Captive Box Turtle Habitats 

Common Name Species Type Dimensions 
Light 

Tolerance 
Glenn St. Mary 

Compact Elaeagnus 
Elaeagnus Glen St. 

Mary 
Evergreen shrub; tolerates heavy 

pruning 
3 ft. tall x 5-6 ft. wide 

Full sun to 
part shade 

Compact Dwarf 
Burning Bush 

Euonuymous alatus 
compactus 

Deciduous shrub with tiny berries of 
no interest to box turtles (tolerates 

some pruning) 
4 ft. tall x 3-4 ft. wide Full sun 

‘Tuscan Blue’ 
Rosemary 

Rosarmarinus 
Tuscan Blue 

Evergreen shrub  with aromatic 
leaves used in cooking; doesn’t 

tolerate heavy watering 
4-6 ft tall x 4-5 ft wide Full sun 

Autumn (Furnam’s 
Red Texas) Sage 

Salvia greggii 
Evergreen shrub; doesn’t tolerate 

heavy watering 
18-20 in. tall x 18-24 in. 

wide 

Full sun, 
morning 

sun & 
afternoon 

shade 

Large Firecracker 
Plant 

Cuphea 
‘Vermillionaire’ 

Perennial deciduous shrub with 
abundant yellow orange flowers all 

summer; doesn’t tolerate heavy 
watering 

18-24 in tall and wide Full sun 

Taunton’s Yew 
Taxus x media 

‘Tauntonii’ 

Ground-hugging slow growing 
dwarf evergreen shrub; tolerates 

heavy pruning 
2-3 ft. tall x 4-5 ft wide 

Full sun or 
shade 

McKay’s White 
Potentilla 

Potentilla fruticose 
‘McKay’s White’ 

Deciduous perennial shrub with 
profuse white blossoms 

36 in. tall x 18-24 in. 
wide 

Full sun to 
slight 
shade 

Sunset Potentilla 
Potentilla fruticose 

‘Sunset’ 
Deciduous perennial shrub with 
profuse orange/yellow blossoms 

36 in. tall x 18-24 in. 
wide 

Full sun to 
slight 
shade 

Catnip Nepeta cataria Herbaceous perennial herb 3 ft. tall x 3 ft. wide 
Part shade 
to full sun 

Heuchera ‘Melting 
Fire” 

Heuchera spp. Reddish herbaceous perennial 
15-18 in. tall x 12-18 in 

wide 
Sun or 
shade 

Mexican Evening 
Primose 

Oenothera 
berlandieri 
‘Siskiyou’ 

Herbaceous perennial with tiny 
flowers 

6 in. tall x 10 in wide Full sun 

Dwarf Zebra Grass 
Miscanthus sinensis 

‘Little Zebra’ 
Ornamental perennial grass 

3-4 ft. tall  x 203 ft. 
wide 

Part shade 
to full sun 

Winder Dancer 
Love Grace 

Eragrostis elliottii 
‘Wind dancer’ 

Ornamental perennial grass 2-3 ft. tall x 2-3 ft. wide Full sun 

‘Rubrum’ Crimson 
Fountain Grass 

Pennisetus 
setaceum 

Ornamental annual grass 3-4 ft tall   

Pachysandra 
Pachysandra 

terminalis 
Evergreen groundcover 6-12 in. tall 

Part to full 
shade 

Plumbago 
Ceratostigma 

plumbaginoides 
Spreading mound perennial ground 

cover 
8-12 in tall x 12-15 in. 

wide 
Full sun to 
part shade 

Lamb’s Ears “Helen 
von Stein” 

Stachys byzantina 
Spreading perennial groundcover 

(large leaf variety) 
12 in. tall  x 12-18 in. 

wide 
Full sun 

Autumn Fern 
Fern Dryopsteris 

‘Brillance’ 

Deciduous perennial fern 
(evergreen if frost-free); needs 

evenly moist, rich substrate 
Fronds 18-30 in 

Part to full 
shade 

Japanese Holly 
Fern 

Cyrtomium 
falcatum 

Deciduous perennial fern 
(evergreen if frost-free); needs 

evenly moist, rich substrate 
3 ft. tall x 2 ft. wide Full shade 

Ostrich Feather 
Fern 

Fern matteuccia 
struthiopteris 

Deciduous perennial fern needs 
constantly moist, rich substrate 

3-5 ft. tall x 2-3 ft. wide 
Part to full 

shade 
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Winterizing Your Turtle Habitat 
Assuming your turtles will spend the winter in their outdoor habitat, you will need to prepare the ground 
(with a substantial layer of straw and/or leaf litter) so the temperature underground stays relatively cool 
and does not fluctuate much day-to-day. Box turtles can take temperature extremes, even freezing for 
short periods, but their body needs time to adjust to the cold; rapid temperature swings can be lethal. 
Also, if the winter is particularly dry, turtles that hibernate too close to the surface can dehydrate and die 
unless some supplemental watering of the habitat is done.  
 
Consider attending  the October 2015 meeting of the Rio Grande Turtle & Tortoise Club (see 
www.rgttc.info for time and place) to learn more about preparing box turtle habitats for overwintering. 
 

Keep Your Turtles In and Predators Out! 
Ideally your turtles should live in habitats that can keep potential predators, such as dogs and raccoons, 
out and keep your turtles in. Spacious, lidded enclosures with sufficient height to allow for large plants to 
flourish can be pricey to build. (If you are interested, please contact me for possible design ideas. Also, 
see Fig. 13 - Fig. 17.) But everyone should be able to design a habitat that is escape-proof. 
 

 

Fig. 1. All box turtles are good climbers! Like an adult box turtle of any species, this tortoise has no difficulty climbing 
cyclone fencing. As long as a turtle (or tortoise) can gain purchase with their claws on the barrier, they can climb it 

 
Western Box Turtles are great diggers and all species of box turtles are remarkably good climbers (Fig. 
1). Cyclone fencing, chicken wire, rough wood, and cement blocks are all climbable surfaces. And even if a 
turtle doesn’t successfully scale a 6 ft. fence, it may climb high enough before falling off to possibly crack 
its shell or sustain other injuries. Several solutions are: 

 Line the interior of the habitat from the ground-level up with at 12-in. wide continuous strip of 
smooth plastic (such as “Tree Root Barrier,” Fig. 3, Fig. 9). Make sure there are no adjacent plants, 
rocks, or pen mates in the habitat that your turtle can use to get up and over the habitat wall! 

 Slant the interior wall inward (Fig. 8) sufficiently to discourage climbing. 
 Include an inward-facing overhang several inches wide at the top of the habitat wall that prevents 

a turtle from climbing out (Fig. 8, Fig. 11). 
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To discourage turtles from digging out (and predators from digging in) under a wall there are several 
alternatives: 

 Dig a ditch and extend the wall beneath ground at least one foot.  
 Dig a ditch and bury interlocking sheets of “Tree Root Barrier” or stacked cinder blocks directly 

beneath the above-ground wall (Fig. 9, Fig. 10). 
 Surround the outer edge of the wall with flat, wide pavers so a turtle trying to dig out would come 

up under a paver and would likely give up and turn around; this option lessens the likelihood of a 
tunnel escape but does not guarantee it; the likelihood of preventing an escape could be increased 
by adding a continuous row of bricks to the inside edge of the wall, making it a hard, hot area that 
is less attractive to turtle activity.  

 

The exterior wall to your turtle habitat should be solid and provide no option for the turtle to see through 
or over it. Hardware cloth, for example, should never extend to the ground but only be used above the 
turtle’s eye and climbing level. Clear plastic or glass walls should not be used. Turtles, like all reptiles, do 
not understand “invisible barriers” (i.e., barriers they can see through). If they can see through it, they 
think they can pass through it. Such barriers can lead to a lot of pacing along the barrier edge and futile 
(and stressful) attempts to push through the barrier or climb over it.  
 

How big should my turtle habitat be? 
There is no simple answer. It depends on the quality of the habitat, how many turtles you have, and their 
age, size, gender, and individual personality. 
  
I recommend a minimum of 15 sq. ft. for one adult turtle or two small juveniles, 20 sq. ft. for two females, 
or around 100 sq. ft. for two males (assuming the males are the same size and are not overly aggressive 
towards one another.)   
 

The habitat should not be so large that you cannot keep track of your turtles, feeding each one at least 
every 2-3 days throughout the summer season, and making sure each one appears healthy and free of any 
injuries. Small courtyards, walled off sections of large yards (fancy planter beds turned into turtle 
habitats) can work fine. Large yards where turtles can roam free are problematic.  
 

Does my box turtle need a companion turtle? 
No. Box turtle are “asocial” animals that do not need or desire companionship. In the wild they live a 
solitary lifestyle and do just as well living alone in captivity.   
 

In captivity, juvenile box turtles tend to be compatible with same-size juveniles of either gender although 
they can get quite aggressive towards one another at mealtime. (Giving each animal its own meal away 
from other turtles solves this problem.) Adult females tend to abide the presence of other females 
without stress. For example, if two females are found sitting side-by-side, it is most likely just a reflection 
of their not caring that the other turtle is there. They just both want to be in the same place at the same 
time and don’t care that another animal is there.  
 
Sexually mature males are “hard-wired” to want exclusive access to any female that might happen by, and 
to that end, usually act aggressively towards any male they see, no matter how long they have lived with 
each other. They do not “get used to each other.” Their personalities are pretty much set for life in terms 
of how they react to each other. Some males are passive around other males, most are not. But with 
sufficient space and enrichment that creates visual barriers, some male box turtles can peacefully coexist.  
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The RGTTC only places multiple males in one habitat if the turtles have already demonstrated the ability 
to tolerate each other.  
 

Also, the RGTTC will not adopt out turtles into situations which can increase breeding. Mixing the sexes 
only results in forcing females to tolerate unending sexual advances by any male they encounter and the 
creation of many baby box turtles, each with an expected longevity of 50 to more than 100 years. With 
such long lives, it is difficult to find homes for every unwanted turtle; we don’t want to encourage more 
production. 
 

Box Turtle Habitats 

 

Fig. 2. Multi-layered habitat with trees, bushes (some in shade, some in sun, and a variety of perennials and annual 
groundcover plants creating cool retreats and safe pathways and resting spots. Open basking areas are small and always 

located near safe hiding sites. 
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Fig. 3. Pen for juvenile box turtles – the walls made from cinder blocks stacked two deep (one below ground), filled with 
sand for stability, and lined inside with black interlocking “Tree Root Barrier” plastic sheets (so the wall is unclimbable). 

 

 

Fig. 4. End of turtle pen in foreground is warmer and receives less water than distant, shaded area giving the turtles a 
choice of different moisture levels and temperature. 
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Fig. 5. A large plant saucer fills automatically from an overhead black soaker hose that is set on a timer; the overhanging 
vegetation shade the dish somewhat and help to keep it cool. 

 

 

Fig. 6. This cool turtle retreat/underground bunker was made from a partially buried flagstone paver supported along the 
sides by bricks (hidden in the dirt). The retreat extends one foot horizontally into the soil. The soil is soft so the turtle can 

dig deeper if it desires. The retreat contains some leaf litter and moist moss, offering relief from the summer heat and 
protection from rapid temperature flux in the winter. Retreats are best located with an eastern or northern exposure to 

avoid the hot desert sun. Or they can be located under a shade tree or bush.  
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Fig. 7. This ground-level retreat was created using flagstone for a roof and rocks or bricks for sidewall support. The 
addition of dirt and sod to the roof increases the insulation value of the cavern, making it comfortable even on a hot day. 
A drip irrigation live draped over the top helps to further cool the air and raise the humidity inside the retreat during the 
summer. Note that the interior space is just slightly taller than the turtle. Box turtles like snug caverns to feel safe from 

would-be predators!    

 
 

  

Fig. 8. Pen walls are made of bricks stacked to create slight inward lean and overhang at the top to prevent turtles 
climbing out. Scalloped curved landscape edging (right picture) that have been laid on their side against one another to 

create a turtle retreat.  
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Fig. 9. Two ft. W x 18 in. tall sheet of “Tree Root Barrier” available from deeproot.com and amazon.com 
 

 

Fig. 10. “Tree Root Barrier” sheets attached below ground level to wall (made of pressure-treated lumber). 
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Fig. 11. Stylish wall with overhang to prevent escapes. A metal screened arched lid can be added to make pen predator-
proof. 

 

 

Fig. 12. Pen is new, and while plants aren’t fully mature, they are large and provide ample retreats from the hot, drying 
sun. Open ground is covered in leaf litter. Timed mister system keeps the leaf litter moist and turtles at a comfortable 
temperature and humidity even in mid-day heat. Turtle pond is only wading depth; box turtles can drown in deeper 

ponds even if exit ramp is present.  
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Fig. 13. Custom wrought iron pen lid with three lockable access doors  
 

 

Fig. 14. Pen lid during installation. Lids are wide enough to allow for easy maintenance of the habitat.   
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Fig. 15. Turtle pen with A- frame predator-proof screened top section with three lockable access doors. 

 

 

Fig. 16. Back wall of this turtle pen is straight with slanted front for easy viewing and access to interior. 
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Fig. 17. Turtle pen with predator-proof hardware cloth (16-gauge PVC coated) upper section with front entry through 
lockable doors. 

 

 

Fig. 18. 40 gal PVC pool with gravity-fed filtration has elevated floor allowing turtles to only wade in only one inch of 
water – drowning proof! 
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